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1ST Industrial rev

2ND Industrial rev

3RD Industrial rev

how things 
changed

● 1765, England
● Mechanisation - steam 

power
● driven by coal and water 

● 1870, worldwide
● electrification-gas-oil
●  Assembly-Mass production

connection
●  (telephone,telegraph,roads , 

…)

1943, worldwide
Internet,Communication,software,
automation
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4th
industrial revolution

● social media content creation
● online learning and educating
● Ecommerce
● online products
● copyright

integrate tech with lives
● recommended systems
● online assistants
● automation tasks
● online and offline products 

integration

AI
● Blockchain
● cyber physical systems

IOT,Web3,digital assets
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as a seo, what changed/
will be changed?

user needs and way of interacting 
with online staffs like  websites, 
applications,...

1.

2.

Search engines

4.

web implementation/development 
process3.
content creation and promotion 
process4.
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++++
revolution of 
search engines

listing and serving as directory

AI and relevancy stage 

definition of web size (early crawlers)

query based results

recommended system features

7.

AI generative response



 AI and relevancy stage 

knowledge Graphs (entiy based 
context)

Information retrival process (input 
mechanism {webpage and query})

spam detection

1.

2.

4.

8.

autocomplete5.
people also asked, related 
search,see more results on6.

featured snippets (weather,price, 
results,covid ,....)

7.

EEAT8.

Multilingual processing3.

classification process



search engine as recommender systems

9.

what is recommender system?



7.

2023 link spam  update
2023 product review update
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7.

why ?

WE HIT WHERE USER NEEDS.

USER BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

NEW CHALLENGES NEED NEW 
SOLUTIONS

USER SATISFACTION

TRUST IS THE KEY, MORE ENGAGE 
MORE INCOME

QUALITY OF PRODUCTS
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-10% CTR curve
reducing search visibility



7.

answer give away
I need my answer right now, i don't 
want to double check or engage

GPT
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really ?



7.17.



bigbang!



Not only us, but bussiness lines

19.

OK we will do it
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5.

SGE

250M
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GoogleSEO specialist



WHERE do we stand?

not recommended

do what we do before

deep knowledge of trends and 
how to survive

َunderstanding why/how

Using AI tools as assistant
changing fields 

Utilizing trends/tools
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deep knowledge in search engine algorithms and how they 
affect SERP results

deep understanding of user needs and interaction type for 
each valuable web pages

Entities/Semantics/Topical authority in 
content optimization 

SEO technical requirements

understanding of How to increase reputation causing better 
EEAT (source of trust)

Utilizing AI tools for time saving/context training
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As a seo,what approach is recommended



entities
25

singular, unique, well-defined, and 
distinguishable and it can be defined 
through features and being related to.



entities!keywords!



knowledge graph
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in search engines Knowledge graphs 
are sources of trust



web semantics

way of representing entities 
in different languages and 
understanding phrases 
created by words,

Terminology
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arranging entities and their connection within 
content that generate meaning.

way of we arrange 
structure like topic 
clusters,schemas, UI 
elements

ontology

way of we cluster 
micro/macro ontologies in 
different layers eg: 
links/structures…

taxonomy



web semantics
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from analyzing web page/site analysis

input1



web semantics
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Google search bar entries

what search is about?

context

what user wants? 

Intentinput2



web semantics
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implementation
32

● can you make web richer?
● user segment
● main concept(keyword)
● content outline
● content hierarchy
● content sentiment (+ 

terminology)
● user intent
● main concept(keyword)

Find well descriptive topic

● choose which entity is close to 
this piece of topic

● connect close entities through 
words to each other and your 
business

● cluster your content in micro 
topics inside whole content

find entities around topic

● Show variations of entity 
● implement schemas
● who's responsible for this?
● find what type of content 

shows most?
● make an content navigational
● implement semantic web 

codes properly

UI and technical approach



implement semantic web codes properly
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Te
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ni
ca

l l
ay

er

html semantic components 
(Navigations,aside,article,links,span,class,id,em)

relative topics (intent, relativity, entity)

accessibility : how do you structure your content 
and elements within article or descriptions section



implement semantic web accessibility
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accessibility : how do you structure your content and 
elements within article or descriptions section



topical authority
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How much information we can 
collect/generate/represent about one big topic

how many topics do you 
cover around this?

macro topic coverage

do you have ranking 
possibility factors? 
● content quality
● trustive backlinks
● entity coverage

quality factor

how do you 
modularize/link same 
topics around one big topic
eg:description around links, 
modules/url hierarchy

How do you relate topics



topical authority
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How much information we can 
collect/generate/represent about one big topic

topics inside or outside the 
domain which pointing to 
you.

macro topic coverage



topical authority
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challenge : ranking phrases instead of main keyword

● do you have ranking 
possibility factors? 

● content quality
● trustive backlinks
● entity coverage
● Ui and presenting

quality factor/threshold



topical authority
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How do we relate staffs

how do you modularize/link 
same topics around one big 
topic
eg:description around links, 
modules/url hierarchy

How do you relate staff



topical authority
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How do we relate staffs



topical authority
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How to create topical authority 
with semantically optimized 
contents



traditional kw research
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Research Map question care

what is this topic 

about?

Create a topical map answer before 

create

care like valuable 

asset

● Find User needs.
● value proposition.
● Main entities and 

concepts
● Find macro/micro 

topics that 1-4 
competitors cover

● How topics and entities 
should widespread through 
each topic 

● build relationship through 
architecture layer 

● what is the outline?
● angle of content creation
● what heading should I 

serve?
● what makes shows me 

an expert?
● what is the best type of 

content?

● segment your users by 
content interests and 
create links.

● do i cover the intent?
● do i need more trust 

signal?
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contend quality factors

content fact table

intent

main features that solve intent 
business aspects
user flow

keyword relation with entities

who's responsible?
make content for better experience

heading architecture

fe
at

ur
es

content type(table,assets)

conversion
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seo!AI as tool!



prompt engineer
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GoogleSEO manager
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webi.dex alirezashvnd webidex alirezashiravand

Thank you


